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Commission-Free Hotel Booking Treovi Aims to Disrupt OTA-style Business
Models

Treovi officially opened its gates for hotels to register, upload their inventory and set up
profiles on the first truly 100% commission-free reservation system in the world.

(PRWEB UK) 27 July 2012 -- Treovi, the world’s first 100% no-commissions online hotel reservation system,
is now open for hotel registrations. The startup launched in closed beta at the beginning of the summer, with a
business model very different from other online hotel booking services: Treovi is absolutely free for hotels to
join and upload their inventory, and also free for guests to search, find and book hotels. The promise is
straightforward: absolutely no commissions for hoteliers, and no transaction costs, of any kind, for hotel guests.

With the first beta release, Treovi opened for hoteliers, who can now register, setup hotel profiles and upload
their inventory on Treovi, free of charge. Treovi will then verify and approve the entries, providing hoteliers
with access to an administration panel where the manager can fill out all the necessary hotel information,
including hotel description, uploading photos, and setting up room availability and rate types. Each registered
hotel will have its own online profile with a custom, SEO-enhanced URL. Once this process is complete, hotels
can be booked by guests directly on Treovi.

In upcoming public beta versions of Treovi, guests will be able to check availability and reserve hotel rooms
directly from their favorite hotel’s profile page, or search for alternative accommodation with Treovi's search
engine, that will be launched later on this summer.

"It is a soft launch, and still in beta, as we are currently improving quite a lot of things in order to deliver an
outstanding experience to both guests and hoteliers. As the summer season is here, we wanted to provide
hoteliers with a nice tool to start receiving non-commissioned reservations as soon as possible." explained
Michal Wrobel, one of the founding members of Treovi.

The countdown for the official public release for travelers is on. Guests will be able to discover new hotel
alternatives on Treovi beginning with August 6, 2012.

About Treovi:
Founded early 2012, Treovi (http://www.treovi.com/) is a Switzerland travel startup that provides hoteliers and
guests with a totally free booking channel online. This bright new concept in online travel booking will lead the
way to a new era of simplified travel. Treovi can be contacted via: contact(at)treovi(dot)com, and via Twitter
@Treovi. Treovi’s mailing address is: Treovi, 66 bvd de Saint-Georges,1205 Geneve Switzerland
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Contact Information
Phil Butler
Pamil Visions PR
http://www.pamil-visions.com/
+49 151 61010958

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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